FRIDAY - MAY 18TH

9:00 - 11:00 Plenary session - CLINICAL APPLICATIONS OF TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS
Room Newton
Ralf J. Jox (University of Munich) - Advances in Brain-Computer Interface Technology and Insights from an Ethical Assessment Study
Alberto Priori (University of Milan) - Adaptive Deep Brain Stimulation
Chair: Gianvito Martino (Milan)

11:00 - 11:30 Coffee Break

11:30 - 13:00 Parallel sessions - CONTRIBUTED PAPERS
Room 1 - Newton
Sara Palumbo (Pisa), Veronica Mariotti (Pisa), Giuseppina Rota (Pisa), Laura Lucchi (Lucca) and Silvia Pellegrini (Pisa), Genetic Profiles of the OXTR Gene Modulate Moral Acceptability in Insurance Brokers
Luca Casartelli (Milan), High Stages of The Motor Hierarchy: Distinct (Motor) Computations and Their Putative Role in Autism
Maria Arioli (Pavia) and Nicola Canessa (Pavia), Understanding Social Interactions: A Neuroimaging Coordinate-Based Meta-Analysis
Chair: Anna Ogliari (Milan)

Room 2 - Bacon
Daniel Pallarés Domínguez (Castelló), Neuroethics: Which Neurorationality?
Gustavo Cevolani (Lucca) and Luca Cecchetti (Lucca), Abduction, Reverse Inference, and the Neuroscience of Moral Reasoning
Roberto Fumagalli (London - Philadelphia), (F)utility Exposed
Chair: Carlo Martini (Milan)

Room 3 - Koch
Mara Rocca (Milan), Ermelinda De Meo (Milan) and Massimo Filippi (Milan), Neuroimaging Correlates of Empathy behind Different Dietary Habits
Ermelinda De Meo (Milan), Mara Rocca (Milan), Gianna Riccitelli (Milan), Alessandro Meani (Milan) and Massimo Filippi (Milan), Influence of Dietary Habits and Empathy on Visual Processing of Pictures with Different Emotive-Affective Values
Chair: Marcello Massimini (Milan)

13:00 - 14:00 Lunch

14:00 - 16:00 Plenary session - MORAL COGNITION
Room Newton
Elisabetta Sirgiovanni (Sapienza University of Rome, Museum of the History of Medicine), Self-Control, Emotions, and Responsibility
Luca Surian (University of Trento), Looking for the Origins of Inequality Aversion and Moral Judgment
Chair: Massimo Reichlin (Milan)

16:00 - 16:30 Coffee Break

16:30 - 18:00 Lectio Magistralis - HUMAN MORALITY: FEATURES AND BUGS
Room Newton
Joshua D. Greene (Harvard University) awarded with the SINe Medal by Laura Boella (University of Milan)
Chair: Michele Di Francesco (Pavia)

18:00 - 19:30 Social Event

SCIENTIFIC AND ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Michele Di Francesco (IUSS Pavia - SINe President), Massimo Reichlin (Vita-Salute San Raffaele University), Andrea Lavazza (Centro Universitario Internazionale, Arezzo), Michela Balconi (Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Milan), Giulia Piredda (IUSS Pavia), Corrado Sinigaglia (University of Milan), Sarah Songhorian (Vita-Salute San Raffaele University)

ORGANIZING SECRETARY
Sarah Songhorian, Vita-Salute San Raffaele University
Giulia Piredda, IUSS Pavia
e-mail: convegno@societadineuroetica.it
News and information about: https://societadineuroetica.wordpress.com/